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Home Truth
Too Low for Zero (NOT!)
Can Australia’s benchmark interest rates go the
way of the rest of the developed world and hit zero?
The deteriorating state of our economy would
seem to indicate that they absolutely can (if not
indeed that they need to), but countering that is the
RBA’s steadfastly held position that they can’t.
In the fullness of time our august ﬁnancial body
may be proven correct, that from here rates will
start heading back up.
If they are proven right, however it won’t be out of
habit. Reﬂecting back on recent history, it would
be a very generous individual indeed who would
say that the RBA had gotten interest rate settings
anywhere close to correct for the period.
Also against the camp for still lower interest rates
is history. Rates have simply never been this low in
our history so how can they go lower still.
That’s true, but who would have thought in 1989
that Japan’s interest rates would plummet to zero
and remain there for the next quarter century.
Who also might have predicted back in 2006 that
benchmark rates in the US, Canada and Europe
would follow Japan’s lead down to zero.
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India then?... Long term if it gets its affairs better
in order, India may take up some of the Chinese
slack, but it can’t replace China fully short term.

Contributing to this is the particularly unseasonal
dearth of new listings in the market.
Historically Spring is embraced by sellers as an
optimum time to market but this year not so much.
The upside to the status quo of course is that
what listings there are will have less properties to
compete with for the increasing number of buyers
entering the market. As a combination that should
translate to some extraordinary sale outcomes.

The latter is being peddled particularly by the RBA
presently as it acts (perhaps inappropriately) to try
and cool a buoyant Sydney (investor) market.
We say perhaps inappropriately because the RBA
doctrine of the day has the double debilitating effect
of encouraging people to lock in on borrowings
at rates they otherwise mightn’t while increasing
the pain of already hurting markets in the other
capitals. We expand on this lamentable situation in
this month’s Home Truth.
The most positive news for the quality property
market presently is on the leasing front where the
higher vacancies of earlier in the year have been
fully absorbed and we enter the busy late Spring Summer period with low availability and increasing
demand, this particularly so in the higher end.
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Short of a miraculous reversal of economic
fortunes for the developed world, Australia’s
interest rates must fall further. If they don’t, expect
a quite sudden and ugly end to our halcyon 25
year recession free period.

As we move further into the traditionally peak
Spring sales market period, despite a recent
welcome uptick in listing activity, the season thus
far has been exhibiting quite its usual market ﬂare.

Blunting market conﬁdence generally presently are
increasing economic concerns, and the frustrating
talk around the ‘inevitability’ of interest rate rises.

If theirs can drop to zero, then why can’t ours?
Because of China?... Maybe, but only if China’s
real growth is where they say it is (which it isn’t).
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